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Multiple loci of variation: A case study of negative concord in English varieties 

This paper presents data concerning variable negative concord (NC) across English dialects, 
arguing that the complex data we find cannot be due to variation in syntax or variation in PF 
alone, but rather can only be derived if there is variation in both syntax and PF. A new analysis 
of NC is presented which builds in this possibility for variation.  
NC variability. There are three main ways in which NC varies in English: 
Variation in syntax: Across dialects, there is variation in the different syntactic configurations 
that allow NC. Within one dialect, there is variation in the usage of one variant over another. 
Item based variation: Previous research on NC provides percentages on rates of NC usage, but in 
fact individual NPIs and Negative Concord Items (NCIs) vary at different rates. For example, 
across spontaneous speech in the British National Corpus (BNC), Anderwald (2005:120) found 
221 tokens of the NC pair n’t...nothing but only 12 tokens of the pair n’t...nobody.  
Sociolinguistic variation: Rates of NC usage can vary based on extra-linguistic factors such as 
age, gender, socioeconomic status, and speaking style. 
Data. The data under consideration comes from a number of UK and US dialects, such as Scots 
(Smith 2001, Smith et al. 2019), Cross-UK colloquial data (Tubau 2016), Southern American 
English (SAE) (Feagin 1979), Appalachian English (AppE) (Blanchette 2015), and African 
American Language (AAL) (Labov 1972, Weldon 1994, Martin & Wolfram 1998).  
Analysis . We present a new theory of NC which combines components of the movement-based 
theory of Blanchette (2015, B15) with certain features of the Agree-based theory of Zeijlstra 
(2004). We follow B15 in deriving NC dependencies with movement. On our analysis, the 
mover is a NegP which merges in the specifier of the lowest negative element (e.g. an NPI/NCI) 
and then raises to a higher scope position, typically in the spec of the ΣP just below T. This NegP 
conditions the form of the head whose specifier it occupies by agreement; that is, the head bears 
a uPol feature which is valued by the NegP by Agree, and this agreement results in the relevant 
NCI form of the head: no if it is D, n’t if it is Σ. Thus an example like (1a) is derived as in (1b). 
(1) a. I didn’t see nobody.  b. [TP subj T [ΣP NegPi [Σ‘ Σ [VP V [DP <NegPi> ] [D’ D[Pol:NEG] [body]] ]]] 
Under this analysis, variability in syntax is understood as the presence or absence of a head or a 
feature in either the syntactic inventory of a dialect, or in a derivation within one dialect. 
Variability in PF is derived from grammars that compete to Spell Out a given syntactic node 
(Embick 2008). Thus, in (1b) there are two grammars competing to Spell Out the D head: one 
grammar Spells Out D[Pol:NEG] as any  under certain licensing conditions, and no otherwise. The 
other grammar invariably Spells Out D[Pol:NEG] as no . These grammars each occur with probability 
P, which learners acquire on the basis of input, and which can vary based on extra-linguistic 
factors such as social setting. The next two sections illustrate how this analysis accounts for the 
variation found in cross-dialectal NC data.  
NC variation in syntax. NC can occur in a number of different syntactic configurations, shown 



in (2)-(5). 
(2) Object NC:  I didn’t do nothing (3) Subject NC: Nobody couldn’t catch him 
(4) Negative Auxiliary Inversion (NAI): Couldn’t nobody catch him 
(5) Cross-clausal NC: I don't reckon there was no federal men back then (Blanchette 2015:82) 
However, not every dialect under consideration allows every configuration. We show that, for a 
given dialect, the set of configurations that allow NC follow an implicational hierarchy (6), 
where if a dialect allows one syntactic configuration in the hierarchy, it allows all the 
configurations to the right of it.  
(6) Implicational hierarchy of NC: Cross-clausal NC > NAI > Subject NC > Object NC 
We suggest that this hierarchy stems from the syntactic ecology of the dialects studied. For 
example, if a dialect has a negative C head as part of its inventory, it will allow Negative 
Auxiliary Inversion (analyzed as the attraction of Σ to C through T). The negative C head may 
also attract the NegP to SpecCP, allowing the NegP to raise out of the CP phase, and deriving 
cross-clausal NC. This negative C head may also explain the variation between the Subject NC 
and NAI within one dialect, which is down to whether or not the negative C head is merged into 
the derivation.  
NC variation in PF. Rates of any~no variation seem to be independent from the syntactic 
configuration in which they occur. There are plenty of attested examples of speakers switching 
between NCIs and NPIs in parallel syntactic and semantic conditions and within the same 
utterance, as (7) illustrates.  
(7) I didn't have no lice, and I didn't have any itch (Blanchette 2015:10)  
In some cases, we even find ‘mixed’ chains of NCIs and NPIs, in which it looks like a possible 
target of concord is ‘skipped’. 
(8) …but we never had any luck there neither.  (CBC podcast “Someone Knows Something”) 
The account proposed here analyzes these cases as competition at Spell Out between NPI 
grammars (that Spell Out an NPI under negation and NCI otherwise) and NCI grammars (that 
always Spell Out NCIs). Importantly, the independence of the negative elements allows for 
sensitivity to the head with the [uPol:NEG] feature (e.g. D or  Σ), as well as sensitivity to the root 
(e.g. √BODY or √THING). This allows this theory to capture the item-based variability found in 
corpus data (Anderwald 2005). In addition, the probability P with which the Spell Out grammars 
occur varies based on extra-linguistic factors. This allows us to account for the wide range of 
individual variation in NC usage. For example, one individual in Feagin’s (1979) study used 
45% NC in an interview setting, but 78% in an informal setting. 
Summary. The data supports an analysis of NC in English in which there is variation in both the 
syntax and PF. Under the account proposed here, the variation in syntax is due to the difference 
between the syntactic inventory of different English dialects, which explains the 
micro-parametric variations we see between dialects. After syntax, there is variation in the 
probability P that one Spell Out grammar will win the competition against another, with the 
grammars sensitive to internal linguistic constraints and P sensitive to extra-linguistic factors.  


